# MUSIC DEPARTMENT PLAN

## PHASE 1  ALL VIRTUAL

- Content will be delivered through Google Meet with specific sections of music assigned. Classes will be primarily live streamed with interactive playing/singing.
- Attendance will be based on visual presence in Google Meet or, in the case of student absence, a short video assignment based on the material covered that day.
- Attendance will be taken at the beginning of class with students having a visual presence for the entire class time. They will be expected to interact during their class times.
- Assessment will be primarily formative based on live response and summative with assigned sections of the music turned in via video. Video performance and written work will be assigned and graded.

## PHASE 2  50/50 HYBRID - FACE-TO-FACE & VIRTUAL

**Face to face days**
- Direct instruction and in class performance. Classes will be recorded and posted to Google Classroom for students who are absent. These classes will be as close to normal as social distancing allows. These classes will be recorded and posted to Google Classroom. Video testing will remain in place as in previous years. Traditional attendance will be recorded. Assessments will be assigned on Monday due the following Monday.

**Virtual Days**
- Students are expected to “attend” class and play along with the face to face classes at home. Students are expected to be visually present for the entire class time. Progress will be checked during face to face time in informal assessment. Video testing will be used. Assessments will be assigned on Monday due the following Monday.

**Virtual Fridays**
- These will continue the virtual day format with individual performance and theory based written work. Class will be recorded and posted for students who are unable to attend. Informal assessment will include class participation in short playing exercises.

## PHASE 3 ALL FACE-TO-FACE

- Teachers will provide direct face to face instruction on content as well as facilitate class discussions and reteach as necessary. Video assessment will continue as well as informal formative assessment with group playing/singing. Attendance will be taken in the traditional manner.

## INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

- Office hours will be 7:20-7:40 am, 3:00-3:30 pm, and during planning periods.
- Students may contact instructors through email, Google STREAM, and Google Meet.
- Parents may contact teachers by email; please email to set up a phone call or virtual meeting as needed.